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Square enix software token reset

By Apsilon on 2020/12/13 01:05 just seems some suggestions are very easy for people to get insurance from their accounts if not careful. Pushauthenticatiation will be a useful update. Maybe link user SQEX acct. by Mega Norak son on 2020/10/28 22:33 Activation this token was the biggest mistake I've
ever made, I'm now just locked out of my account because that one-time password is now asking for one I can't give, customer service doesn't care enough to fix the problem, mainly expected to pay for the game and all expansions again Just to be able to play again, all that progresses and time spent,
subscription fee paid, means something, if you even think for a second that this code is a good idea, STOP, do not throw away hundreds of dollars for a security feature broken by aroniehus on 2020/10/24 21:15 I've been putting in all the correct information and it's actually trying to tell me otherwise. How
do I know it's the right information? Because I logged out of my enid box account and logged back in with the same information this app tells me I have an error. By the sun fall on 2020/10/13 05:54 very frustrating and uncomfortable. Stick to what you're good at in the yard. By TKSuperTurbo on
2020/08/29 16:09 Just hit the agreement on the top left and you're good! By UnklDude on 2020/08/01 20:24 I don't know what it's all whining about. This app is perfect for the simple thing that it is. And for all people who have problems in knowing how to agree to terms and conditions, and open your eyes,
it is very starkly clear: press the word consensus in the upper left corner. I love this app because I no longer need to use this security token that I bought during the final fantasy twelfth gameplay. The old security code is not bright and needs a decent light source in order to read the numbers displayed on
the small screen. With the app, the screen is illuminated by backlit and the numbers are bigger and easier to read. I downloaded this app when it first came out but just got around to actually record it about 2 to 3 weeks ago. I'm so glad I'm no longer using the facebook security key. I wish I had recorded it
when I downloaded it and tossed out the FOB key. By Fallen556 on 2020/07/26 04:51 I would love to see this app available on the Apple Watch. Follow the instructions associated with this app, which is flawless. There are no issues to report on o7 by ArtOfLostar on 2020/07/19 18:32 Please add iPad
support. By YukiNeko_Sai on 2020/07/13 00:39 I was a little worried at first because of all the low ratings. I'm glad I chose to give this a try though. It works well. This app does what you're supposed to do. I didn't come across any problems at all, so I'm giving this a 5 star rating. :) By Slice0flife - on
2020/06/09 14:58 and watch the app. outdated compared to other beadings. Not to mention FFXIV is a general outdated. By JC_Ron on 2020/06/08 10:48 so, basically the problem with the security code is that if you lose your phone or damaged. Besides, To get a new phone, there's no way to sign in to
square Enix's account to get your registration password to use the app if you only have one phone per account. It's a terrible idea to make every relevant login you must enter a password one time in order to continue. Can't use a damaged phone, and how can someone access their accounts if they can't
sign in to their account manager because of one password required? The problem is that customer support is not always available, especially on weekends. Email can take 3 to 24 hours to respond. It's really boring that it's not likely that customer support can only help one turn into something like that
because they usually just throw Q/A copies and expect people to do what is actually prompted. It's really a circle about how you should log into your account in order to change something. Really stupid ideas, that said why it is possible to send only to the registered email for any recovery information if
someone forgot or lost their passwords by accident. Do you think hackers can just take a registered email so easily? I'm really disappointed with how the box handled account recovery and password recovery. The security code is actually in that middle mess that can only be helped by customer support
with regular schedule and long waitresponses. By OfficialChanaya on 2020/05/03 18:58 It's great by niciosiny on 2020/05/03 16:10 please add apple watch support, please pretty. By Link86_1 on 2020/04/24 23:04 The app is Garbage. There is no backup function. There is also no mention of the type of
emergency restore code that is locked within your account. Don't use or risk accessing your account permanently. Can't get ahold from customer service either. Everyone was fired because of the epidemic which is outrageous because the business will only increase for a toy company during the
epidemic. By Sephirah on 2020/04/21 20:19 Fully Functional, needs an Apple Watch component. I often sit down to play and then think, crap, Gotta get my phone, I wish this was on my watch! By antc92 on 2020/04/12 16:18 I heard some friends were playing ffa so I wanted to give it a shot. I was
amazed at the amount of hoops required to start this game. Not only does it force you to download this app in the name of security but the app, as many people have complained, makes it impossible to find an acceptance button. We all know that they are just trying to steal and sell your data by
downloading this app. Not only did I download the game, I uninstall the app quickly. By Robliminal on 2020/02/13 18:24 FFXI played for five years when he came out. I stopped, then tried the fourteenth trial in 2017. I haven't logged into my Square Enix account for three years, and now when I try to log in,
ask for a one-time password. So I downloaded this app again and asks me to enter the registration code I found in my SE account that I can not get into the reason I need a one-time password. I'm supporting email and those idiots just send me the same Response. Unfortunately, the information in this
email does not check the account. All right. I guess they don't need to work anymore their servers seem to be overflowing. By purrdeta on 2019/12/28 19:33 so it took me forever to realize that the acceptance button is at the top left on the iPhone XS. Do not stand out in any way, and actually seem to be
part of the title page. By NavikVonB on 2019/12/20 18:23 Thanks to other reviews I knew that the acceptance buttons and Ok were text in the top left. Make this intuitive and you give these 5 stars. Switch from the app to clear the data I entered (such as ID and DOB while I switched to gmail to get my
registration code). I don't like it, but I think it's a security thing. iOS 13.3 iPhone XS by Erubesco on 2019/11/27 05:40 Great Works by BONNllE ॰˳ ཻ̊♡ 2019/11/16 17:33 Your screwed if you forget all your other information Or if you get a new phone from Jjimmyd on 2019/10/27 17:43 I hate this company
only by Vyt0rSFC on 2019/09/20 00:39 I did not uninstall the app or remove it from my account. I just updated for iOS 13 and was still able to use the app and log in. By Deku Scrub0 on 2019/08/11 20:29 When I changed phones, I followed directions and worked fine. Like, people can't follow simple
instructions. By Brese29 on 2019/08/04 19:39 The approval button is off-screen making it impossible to use on the iPhone X, XR, XS, etc. by wishjejeosnxjjrisnx on 2019/08/04 03:30 this is the stupidest thing that has to go through many things just to log into my own account. This should be an option to
get a secondary password, not a mandatory one. Also the instructions could have been clearer. All I was trying to play was final fantasy. You would have thought I was applying for a government position by radloot on 2019/06/08 07:34 UPDATE: Now 5 stars since updated! Yay! And still doing exactly
what to do! Previous: ————— does what needs to be done: provide 2FA for your box account. The design is old (not updated two years ago), but it works well. Based on the lack of updates, it would be great to see them move to Authy. But I imagine they must be committed to this app because it is a
vital part of the Swuare account. All in all I don't really have any complaints because it works! A design update would be welcome though. By urFtrStpDad on 2019/06/08 04:37 The only thing I need to mention is how to accept a user agreement as a button for an unclear acceptance. In order to accept a
user agreement you need to click [Accept] but this is displayed only as 'text' in the head on the far left side. I think they really need to make an actual button button that stands out and it seems to be the model button that all other applications use. By surake41 on 2019/06/06 13:53 works as I expect my
account remains secure. I couldn't ask much more. Be sure to type the emergency removal code and serial number. By Ian13120 on 2019/06/03 16:02 The app has all It needs to apply a one-time password, which is fairly clear to set up. I was kinda worried after seeing bad reviews, but after using the
app I'm sure these people are just incredibly stupid. By zzSuperman on 2019/05/12 10:43 no button to accept EULA. Good job. By krownedkyng on 2019/05/11 18:53 because of being far from FFXIV for years I can not get my account again because of a password once I can not access it without a
registration password that I no longer have and I do not have emergency password removal, customer support is terrible and I can not send an email to them because the site does not work! If I could rate this in negative I would. By zengoldabil on 2019/03/27 18:47 I am studying an iOS developer and
can already make the app more intuitive and easier to use the app than this. 1) The app obviously has not been tested on all current screen formats for Apple devices. My phone model was released in 2018 and is now 2019 but I had to click around to get a hidden acceptance button that appears either
invisible or off-screen somewhere on the top left. 2) When I turned to email to grab the registry code and turned back to this app, instead of cached my account information I had already entered and let me continue to lose what I had entered and I had to enter all over again. 3) Don't put a picture of why
the quality ignoring box on the app that is central to encouraging them to account security is beyond me. But a lot of the world doesn't make sense to me so this is an equal course. By Kurzama on 2019/02/24 22:46 There are no issues at this time. 2-24-19 by Tensi7 on 2019/02/14 15:24 it keeps reset
and disabled itself. Happens at least once a week by krazzei on 2019/01/30 16:38 the app has not been updated in 2 years and they have not made their user interface scalable... The terms cannot be accepted because the button does not appear on the screen. I really like to secure my ff14 account
without having to buy a physical token generator. By jacoblnfsty on 2019/01/14 15:16 I like the Apple Watch part though to pull up the token by Ake.P on 2019/01/08 03:01 When is the full screen updated? By Linuxpng on 2018/12/29 04:17 First there is no acceptance button. The second that #39 can not
hide the keyboard to put it in a special code. The third this app is the size of the iPhone around 2007. Please update this. By EllyMay808 on 2018/12/14 02:11 It's ridiculous that we have to do it but I managed to find an acceptance/compatibility button on the latest iPhone screen. If you press around at the
corners of the screen you will eventually reach even though you can't see them. Mine recorded when you tapping in the upper left corner but feel free to try them all if it doesn't work. As I said, it's silly but at least you'll be able to use the app they seem reluctant to fix. By Arislan on 2018/12/13 16:46 I
&amp; #39 used this on Android for ages, but I can't #39 even find a way to accept terms on my iPhone XS Max. I'm not sure if #39 screen layout or what, but The app is completely unusable. By GrandMoffJames on 2018/12/11 17:21 Can't even get past the first screen and compact. By Tromadxiv on
2018/11/22 20:34 you have to read these long terms of service document, but after there is no way to approve it so you can not log on to the token. Kind of makes it difficult to log in. By Kyle1278 on 2018/11/17 13:38 This app needs to be updated severely. You cannot bypass the user agreement. By
Sephimaru on 2018/10/30 01:49 I try to register a final fantasy account 14. I have followed the steps needed for millions more to play this stupid game but this is where this effort ends because of the use of this application you need to accept the user agreement... However, there is no approval button. I
have no idea how they thought this was acceptable but because there is no button that allows you to accept a user agreement it is literally impossible to go further. I saw some reviews saying you can do it on devices with different screen sizes but you can't. I tried three different devices of different sizes,
and it doesn't matter, the button is not simply off-screen it doesn't exist. So the latest stunning achievement from the company that made it the worst single video game of all time; By Quentin Biles on 2018/04/13 21:03 I can't even get past the screen to accept the terms. Garbage. By jtf323 on 2018/02/13
02:42 I hope they will only use Google Authentication / Authy, it will be easier for users and devs. I stopped playing FFXIV for a moment, and when I decided to come back I opened the authenticator and it was like that i forgot all my information so I had to go through using password removal etc. Not a
huge deal but it was a nuisance that could have been prevented only by using industry standards already there. By Genvik3fka on 2017/11/15 04:39 If you read the instructions when setting up your password once then this app works great. Just make sure you save your emergency password to remove a
safe place as you will need it if you change phones. By logecho on 2017/11/12 20:50 Why do I need to manage a symbolic application for each game? Use industry standard and save your devs time. Waste app and registration process are complex with what feels like ten different areas. By SJ-yama on
2017/08/05 01:10 This app is &amp; #39 beautiful or anything, but it works well. As others have said, the acceptance button for terms of service is in the upper left corner. Click on the word #34, accept,#34;... By Shogundogan on 2017/07/20 19:36 I got locked because I got a new phone by a former Kik
lover on 2017/07/04 1 frankly don&amp;#39;t waste your time by Completedoodoo on 2017/06/22 00:35 Admission slot is the acceptance button at the top left. Who cares if this app #39; T-sizing for newer avons? It's just a symbolic app. By Idk + idc!!! On 2017/05/20 15:37 Where #39&amp;#34;I agree
#34; Button I don't #39;I don't see it by Rod Smash on 2017/03/05 17:46 it took me some time to figure out, but the acceptance button is actually on top left where he says accept. By Czanrei on 2017/02/20 03:49 I can not even accept the terms of service because the Devers did not #39; By Jm825 in
2017/02/12 23:09 unable to accept the terms of service on iPhone 7. By Namesertin on 2017/01/26 16:21 is unable to accept a license agreement on iPhone 6S+. Unable to set up and use. Why even bother with the app release if you don't #39;t you have QA? Expect the best of a big company like a box.
Shame on you by gravenknight666 on 2017/01/14 11:31 Just use the app before it is updated or your operating system should work fine hell i've #39; T had many problems with her in. All ps stop voting down this thing down for stupid reasons if you can #39 t know how to use it call their support, if you
don't #39 #39; Your new phone is #39 #39 War_Dog_47 #39 #39; I just bought a new phone and has no problem at all using this app on it, mostly because I know how to listen. By Mike_bars89 on 2017/01/01 07:08 the most confusing account ever developed by xXCrimson5557Xx on 2016/12/25 21:01
All enix games square is great so get the wrong picture if you #39 re-re-them and read this review, but this app is just uncomfortable ... Every time you get a new phone or just delete the app (whatever it may be) you will have pretty much to call your customer support once your password is recovered or
reset... It is very funny as every time I hear someone call customer support they always know exactly what people call  by Mysticmint on 2016/12/24 04:28 I can #39 not accept the terms of service to start the screen too low !!!! By PuntThePikachu on 2016/12/16 07:12 Do exactly what it says on the



tin, so I think it #39;s very fine. By Nølff on 2016/09/22 16:46 1Password called. They want to restore the app code. By Lowergod on 2016/09/18 01:10 The app works great. Don &amp;amp; #39 don't buy in all the old negative reviews from people who haven't paid attention to multiple SE notifications
sent on the issue with iOS 9.2 update. SE sent emails, made posts on game login screens, etc. Before 9.2 he was ever released. Just make sure you save the emergency removal password you get when you sign up for your SE account. Again the app works great ly as desired and adds an extra layer of
security to online games. The only thing that does #39 don't do is stupid repair as we've seen in some other reviews. By mangekyoCrikiT on 2016/07/05 23:05 Do you exactly what it is to do! By Dustineo on 2016/06/12 I &amp;amp; #39 m put in all my information and won #39; By RobatVx3 on
2016/03/25 03:28 I had no problems with it. I would like if there was an extension of the Apple Watch for that though. This will give him 5 stars otherwise, it does exactly what you need to do. Open it, and give you a 6-digit symbol. I use it for FF14. By JGooswa on 2016/03/02 22:35 This app works as
intended but needs to extend the Apple Watch. Having to make sure that I always have my phone when I sit to play is beginning to get annoying. I want something I can always get if I am one of the few who have an hour then I would like to give this application 5 stars. By Fox PhoneCraft on 2016/02/27
09:09 works well. Protects my account. There are some low star reviews because some people didn't #39;t read Square&amp;#39 an ad on their game that there is a problem with the new iOS update in terms of compatibility with the app. But if you are on the lookout for news from the game developer,
then there is #39 no problem. This is perhaps the only time something like this will happen. If you #39 reuse the Blizzard Authentication app, this is very similar and will protect your account in the same way. Be sure to keep a record of the code they give you if you want to remove it from your account. By
Eri945 on 2016/02/15 02:32 Your phone update can make this useless. Idiot Square Enix is #39; By SS09xtal on 2016/01/18 19:34 My 1 time password stopped working once iPhone &amp; S #39 iOS update, couldn&amp;#39;t log on for a week until this terrible problem was solved by contacting SE ...
This rate would be better if this application had worked 100%. By Ffgvbnnmkn on 2016/01/15 08:35 Can't &amp; #39 so don't get the password by DT3rm on 2015/12/24 03:21 my phone update, unlike some I can play regularly to know that I need to update this app before my phone updated itself. I will
quickly delete this and never use it again even if they fix this. I am unable to log on to the game I pay monthly for. Such pain I am going to 3 hours of trying to get support to unscrew this poor design and enter into my account to cancel repeated payments. Seriously what money is about to feel the need to
rip people off denying them access to their pay subscriptions. SO $@&amp;$ing annoying! By WJS6495 on 2015/12/22 07:08 I can #39 not access ing my game or account. What is going on? By NothingisTrue166 on 2015/12/20 12:46 Thank you all of the review books. I &amp;amp; #39'm happy not #39
#39; save my bacon. By Shiro B. On 2015/12/15 16:32 I followed SquareEnix &amp; #39 help and update the software code before installing iOS 9.2 on my iPhone 6. I also restartthe app as they say to do and token was working well ... So I finally installed the latest iOS. The app also updated the rest
symbolic for me and I can't go past the login menu because it says that my information is all incorrect. They're not. I tried several times thin I did soemthing error, but the update does not work. By Fanglips on 2015/12/14 22:59 SE can #39 &amp; T win, either they make it very easy for all idiots to log on
and then everyone gets their accounts hacked or they make it impossible to set your account, literally register your account and set it up is like the game itself. When you finally get done you feel like you just finished the boss fight and you need a break. Also in SE &amp; #39 defend the update, they say
to log in before the update so that you #39; But no one reads the update notes before the push button I think. Forget that we have a button &amp; #34; update all #34; Sometimes update them in that list... By Jimmy_Strudel on 2015/12/14 18:50 I can #39 don't get past the user convention page. I
&amp;#39; M on the iPhone 5s. By Chrisballensky on 2015/12/14 17:17 Really? You are frankly pushing an update to a device that updates itself to the app data. Then he updated your INFORMATION to #39 you re-inyour account. Bravo by Zerotorr on 2015/12/14 05:29 After the desired update, I lost
my login information security code and requires me to recover information from my account in order to activate it again. This &amp; #39 impossible, however, because my account requires a security code to sign in. Terrible service, SE. by Noktakk16 on 2015/12/13 23:39 I recently updated to iOS 9.2 and
since then my security symbolism has reset and now I have to connect support because your apps can &amp; #39;t keep the same. By Shinka RX8 on 2015/11/29 15:49 All comments b!7chbawling about &amp; #34;no #39;t working on 6+#34; Or #34;not supported after iOS9 &amp; #34; The update is
all bullish!7. Works perfectly. They just didn't #39; &amp; #34;Looks ugly #34 - who cares... It's #39;s authenticated application... Not FFXIV itself. Oh Damit... The numbers are #39&amp;t&amp;t&amp; #34 #34; fuq off the wright. By Luijoro on 2015/11/15 13:45 I can #39 so i don't accept the initial
agreement on my screen... So Beat &amp; #39 so don't bother with the game. By Leo on 2015/11/11 01:23 This is perfect since I always have my phone handy for TeamSpeak so I also log in with the correct passcodes. Now if you can add a feature profile for WatchOS, so we can just swipe up and
there's #39,s code. At this point you will upgrade the rating to 5 stars. By Luckylittlebee on 2015/10/28 13:31 is unusable because I downloaded this app on my iPhone 5 which is updated to iOS9. I am unable to get past EULA because there are no next buttons or approval, which means I can not activate
the app to use the token, and therefore can not get the benefits in the game from having a code or added security. So frustrating as iOS 9 was no surprise, and they should be fixing it now. By Oblivious Sprinter on 2015/08/21 09:56 Do you need. Work worker 2 By eybikboi on 2015/08/16 18:57 you can
#39 so you don't get past EULA. By GFerrell on 2015/08/15 16:59 Click The Word &amp; #39&amp;#39; In the title bar. This is stupid UX and should be fixed. I found it by chance it doesn't #39 so it doesn't look like a button. By Brightbrown on 2015/08/08 02:39 so send 10 minutes scrolling slowly around
EULA just to find absolutely no way to accept the deal! Like I said, that's pathetic. By Q Svoboda on 2015/07/21 10:27 just as the title says. It loads but you can #39;t get past the EULA convention. Pretty worthless if you have an iPhone 6 or iPad. Great work by MetallifiedKISS on 2015/06/27 16:28 I
hated the search for Ramzi. It's #39, s very small and misplaced easy. But not anymore! 2 years without code and haven&amp;#39; Don't look back. Please make sure that, when you change the devices on which you want to use the token, it has been removed from the Enix box account first. That's the
problem I see most people face. I also like to see the support to watch. Password once under the gaze? Please and thank you! Loads quickly. It wasn't a single problem with the app even before I got 5+ screen updates that worked well. Thank you so much Enix Square! By Armand Slim on 2015/06/27
04:27 It&amp;#39;s large security code application and give you EXTRA Freeportation in FFXIV game. Works for a moment and no flow. By Max_Power_ on 2015/06/22 04:17 Free Teleportisation is nice, worth trouble by Grevaine on 2015/06/22 02:44 if you &amp; #39;re new user as can't get past TOS
on iPhone 6. By Johnmurloc on 2015/06/22 00:23 Pathetically, this should have been fixed to release Tyler Zombies on 2015/06/12 20:21 Can &amp; #39;t get past EULA with iPhone 6 and can &amp; #39;t use the app ... Ever. What a joke by Lily Ballard on 2015/05/11 21:52 the app works, which is
good. But it doesn't #39; I &amp;amp; #39,d really love if Square-Enix provided the information needed to use any 3-party TOTP app (1Password, Google Authentication, Authy, etc.). By SJ-yama on 2017/08/05 01:10 This app is &amp; #39 beautiful or anything, but it works well. As others have said, the
acceptance button for terms of service is in the upper left corner. Click on the word #34, accept,#34;... By JC_Ron on 2020/06/08 10:48 so, basically the problem with the security code is that if you lose your phone or damaged. Besides getting a new phone, there's no way to sign in to square Enix's
account to get a registration password to use the app if you only have one phone per account. It's a terrible idea to make every relevant login you must enter a password one time in order to continue. Can't use a damaged phone, and how can someone access their accounts if they can't sign in to their
account manager because of one password required? The problem is that customer support is not always available, especially on weekends. Email can take 3 to 24 hours to respond. It's really boring that Customer support in just one turn is likely to help something like that because they usually just throw
copies of Q/A and expect people to do what they actually instruct. It's really a circle about how you should log into your account in order to change something. Really stupid ideas, that said why it is possible to send only to the registered email for any recovery information if someone forgot or lost their
passwords by accident. Do you think hackers can just take a registered email so easily? I'm really disappointed with how the box handled account recovery and password recovery. The security code is actually in that middle mess that can only be helped by customer support with regular schedule and
long waitresponses. By UnklDude on 2020/08/01 20:24 I don't know what it's all whining about. This app is perfect for the simple thing that it is. And for all people who have problems in knowing how to agree to terms and conditions, and open your eyes, it is very starkly clear: press the word consensus in
the upper left corner. I love this app because I no longer need to use this security token that I bought during the final fantasy twelfth gameplay. The old security code is not bright and needs a decent light source in order to read the numbers displayed on the small screen. With the app, the screen is
illuminated by backlit and the numbers are bigger and easier to read. I downloaded this app when it first came out but just got around to actually record it about 2 to 3 weeks ago. I'm so glad I'm no longer using the facebook security key. I wish I had recorded it when I downloaded it and tossed out the FOB
key. By gravenknight666 on 2017/01/14 11:31 just use the app before it is updated or your operating system should work fine hell i've #39; T had many problems with her in. All ps stop voting down this thing down for stupid reasons if you can #39 #39 #39; To do it before you get your new phone is #39
#39 #39; I have followed the steps needed for millions more to play this stupid game but this is where this effort ends because of the use of this application you need to accept the user agreement... However, there is no approval button. I have no idea how they thought this was acceptable but because
there is no button that allows you to accept a user agreement it is literally impossible to go further. I saw some reviews saying you can do it on devices with different screen sizes but you can't. I tried three different devices of different sizes, and it doesn't matter, the button is not simply off-screen it doesn't
exist. so another stunning achievement from the company that made one Video game of all time; By Mega Nolax in 2020/10/28 22:33 Activation of this token was the biggest mistake I've ever made, I'm now just locked out of my account because that one who is supposed to give me a password for once
is now asking for one I can't give, customer service doesn't care enough to fix the problem, basically expecting to pay for the game and all the expansions again just to be able to play again , all that progresses and time spent, subscription fee paid, means something, if you think even for a second that this
code is a good idea, STOP, do not throw away hundreds of dollars for the security feature broken by urFtrStpDad on 2019/06/08 04:37 the only thing I need to mention is how to accept the user agreement as a button to accept is unclear. In order to accept a user agreement you need to click [Accept] but
this is displayed only as 'text' in the head on the far left side. I think they really need to make an actual button button that stands out and it seems to be the model button that all other applications use. By War_Dog_47 in 2017/01/09 04:06 People who complain are usually the ones who have not #39; Do
not read special instructions if/when you get a new phone and use the software code. I just bought a new phone and has no problem at all using this app on it, mostly because I know how to listen. By EllyMay808 on 2018/12/14 02:11 It's ridiculous that we have to do it but I managed to find an
acceptance/compatibility button on the latest iPhone screen. If you press around at the corners of the screen you will eventually reach even though you can't see them. Mine recorded when you tapping in the upper left corner but feel free to try them all if it doesn't work. As I said, it's silly but at least you'll
be able to use the app they seem reluctant to fix. By Ian13120 on 2019/06/03 16:02 the app has all the functions it needs to apply a one-time password, and fairly straightforward to set up. I was kinda worried after seeing bad reviews, but after using the app I'm sure these people are just incredibly stupid.
By YukiNeko_Sai on 2020/07/13 00:39 I was a little worried at first because of all the low ratings. I'm glad I chose to give this a try though. It works well. This app does what you're supposed to do. I didn't come across any problems at all, so I'm giving this a 5 star rating. :) By antc92 on 2020/04/12 16:18 I
heard some friends were playing ffa so I wanted to give it a shot. I was amazed at the amount of hoops required to start this game. Not only does it force you to download this app in the name of security but the app, as many people have complained, makes it impossible to find an acceptance button. We
all know that they are just trying to steal and sell your data by downloading this app. Not only did I download the game, I uninstall the app quickly. Via xCrimson5557Xx on 2016/12/25 21:01 All games Enix Arena is fantastic so get wrong If you #39 re-re-them and read this review, but this app is just
uncomfortable... Every time you get a new phone or just delete the app (whatever it may be) you will have pretty much to call your customer support once your password is recovered or reset... It is very funny as every time I hear someone contact customer support always know exactly what people call �
� by radloot on 2019/06/08 07:34 UPDATE: Now 5 stars since updated! Yay! And still doing exactly what to do! Previous: ————— does what needs to be done: provide 2FA for your box account. The design is old (not updated two years ago), but it works well. Based on the lack of updates, it would be
great to see them move to Authy. But I imagine they must be committed to this app because it is a vital part of the Swuare account. All in all I don't really have any complaints because it works! A design update would be welcome though. By jtf323 on 2018/02/13 02:42 I hope they will only use Google
Authentication / Authy, it will be easier for users and devs. I stopped playing FFXIV for a moment, and when I decided to come back I opened the authenticator and it was like that i forgot all my information so I had to go through using password removal etc. Not a huge deal but it was a nuisance that could
have been prevented only by using industry standards already there. By Vyt0rSFC in 2019/09/20 00:39 I did not uninstall or remove the application from my account. I just updated for iOS 13 and was still able to use the app and log in. By Deku Scrub0 on 2019/08/11 20:29 When I changed phones, I
followed directions and worked fine. Like, people can't follow simple instructions. By krownedkyng on 2019/05/11 18:53 because of being far from FFXIV for years I can not get my account again because of a password once I can not access it without a registration password that I no longer have and I do
not have emergency password removal, customer support is terrible and I can not send an email to them because the site does not work! If I could rate this in negative I would. By Genvik3fka on 2017/11/15 04:39 If you read the instructions when setting up your password once then this app works great.
Just make sure you save your emergency password to remove a safe place as you will need it if you change phones. By Rod Smash on 2017/03/05 17:46 it took me some time to find out, but the acceptance button is actually on the top left where it says accept. By Fallen556 on 2020/07/26 04:51 I would
love to see this app available on the Apple Watch. Follow the instructions associated with this app, which is flawless. There are no issues to report on o7 by wishhcjeosnxjjrisnx on 2019/08/04 03:30 This is the stupidest thing You should have to go through many things just to access my own account. This
should be an option to get a secondary password, not a mandatory one. Also the instructions could have been clearer. All I was trying to play was final fantasy. You've I was applying for a government post by Completedoodoo on 2017/06/22 00:35 The admissions conditions button is the acceptance
button at the top left. Who cares if this app #39; T-sizing for newer avons? It's just a symbolic app. By Ake.P on 2019/01/08 03:01 When is the full screen updated? By Sephirah on 2020/04/21 20:19 Fully Functional, needs an Apple Watch component. I often sit down to play and then think, crap, Gotta get
my phone, I wish this was on my watch! By TKSuperTurbo on 2020/08/29 16:09 Just hit the agreement on the top left and you're good! By aehronius on 2020/10/24 21:15 I've been putting in all the correct information and it's actually trying to tell me otherwise. How do I know it's the right information?
Because I logged out of my enid box account and logged back in with the same information this app tells me I have an error. By krazzei on 2019/01/30 16:38 the app has not been updated in 2 years and they have not made their user interface scalable... The terms cannot be accepted because the button
does not appear on the screen. I really like to secure my ff14 account without having to buy a physical token generator. By Tromadxiv on 2018/11/22 20:34 you have to read these long terms of service document, but after there is no way to approve it so you can not log on to the token. Kind of makes it
difficult to log in. By Apsilon on 2020/12/13 01:05 just seems some suggestions very easy for people to get insurance from their accounts if not careful. Pushauthenticatiation will be a useful update. Maybe link user SQEX acct. by purrdeta on 2019/12/28 19:33 so it took me forever to realize that the
acceptance button is at the top left on the iPhone XS. Do not stand out in any way, and actually seem to be part of the title page. By Erubesco on 2019/11/27 05:40 Great Works by Logecho on 2017/11/12 20:50 Why do I need to manage the symbolic app for each game? Use industry standard and save
your devs time. Waste app and registration process are complex with what feels like ten different areas. By Czanrei on 2017/02/20 03:49 I can not even accept the terms of service because the Devers did not #39; By jacoblnfsty on 2019/01/14 15:16 I love the Apple Watch part despite pulling up the token
by Namesertin on 2017/01/26 16:21 unable to accept the license agreement on the iPhone 6S+. Unable to set up and use. Why even bother with the app release if you don't #39;t you have QA? Expect the best of a big company like a box. Shame on you by niciosiny on 2020/05/03 16:10 please add
apple watch support, please pretty. By OfficialChanaya on 2020/05/03 18:58 It's Great of Tensi7 on 2019/02/14 15:24 It keeps re-filibustering itself. Happens at least once a week by Brese29 on 2019/08/04 19:39 Approval button is off-screen making it impossible to use on iPhone X, XR, XS, etc by
Mysticmint on 2016/12/24 04:28 I can't #39 &amp; Do not accept the terms of service to start on the screen too !!!! By Slice0flife - on 2020/06/09 14:58 and watch the app. outdated compared to other beadings. Not to mention FFXIV is a general outdated. By Jm825 in 2017/02/12 23:09 unable to accept
the terms of service on iPhone 7. By Shogundogan on 2017/07/20 19:36 I got locked out because I got a new phone by Quentin Biles on 2018/04/13 21:03 I can't even get past the screen to accept the terms. Garbage. By Kyle1278 on 2018/11/17 13:38 This app needs to be updated. You cannot bypass
the user agreement. By GrandMoffJames on 2018/12/11 17:21 Can't even get past the first screen and compact. By the sun fall on 2020/10/13 05:54 very frustrating and uncomfortable. Stick to what you're good at in the yard. by IDEC + idc! On 2017/05/20 15:37 Where #39&amp;#34;I agree #34; I don
#39't see that.
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